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Ear Protection

FOMA 10

FOAM POLYURETHANE
EARPLUG, PU EARPLUG
Foam polyurethane earplug features
bullet-shape, which is designed for people
with normal ear canal, it is soft, flexible and
features a slow deformation, which can
change the earplug shape according to the
size of ear canal, ensuring a better sealing,
maximum noise reduction and optimal
hearing protection.

COLORS

Yellow

Orange

FEATURES
100% PVC-Free, slow rebound, various rebound
time are welcomed.
Made of extra-soft, lightweight foam that seals
the ear canal without pressure, tensile,
disposable.
Bullet shape for a snug fit while gently
conforming to the ear canal.
Against harmful noise, especially in hot/humid
conditions.
Easy to put on, are made from soft non-allergenic
material.
Meet CE, ANSI and AS/NZS 1270 standards.

SUITABLE FOR
Sleeping
Studying
Working
Fireworks
Power Tools
Hunting
Racing
Traveling

Festival
Industrial
Construction
Shooting
Lawnmowers
Motersport
Sports

APPLICATIONS
Construction site
Production workshop
Travel
Vehicles

TYPE

MATERIAL

CORD

PU Earplug

PU

No
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Ear Protection

FOMA 20

CORDED POLYURETHANE
FOAM EARPLUG, PU
EARPLUG
Corded polyurethane foam earplug features
bullet-shape, which is designed for people
with normal ear canal, it is soft, flexible and
features a slow deformation, which can
change the earplug shape according to the
size of ear canal, ensuring a better sealing,
maximum noise reduction and optimal
hearing protection.

COLORS

Yellow

Orange

FEATURES
100% PVC-Free, slow rebound, various rebound
time are welcomed.
Our foam earplugs are made of extra-soft,
lightweight foam that seals the ear canal without
pressure, tensile, disposable.
Bullet shape for a snug fit while gently
conforming to the ear canal.
Against harmful noise, especially in hot/humid
conditions.
Easy to put on, are made from soft non-allergenic
material.
Meet CE, ANSI and AS/NZS 1270 standards.

SUITABLE FOR
Sleeping
Studying
Working
Fireworks
Power Tools
Hunting
Racing
Traveling

Festival
Industrial
Construction
Shooting
Lawnmowers
Motersport
Sports

APPLICATIONS
Construction site
Production workshop
Travel
Vehicles

TYPE

MATERIAL

CORD

PU Earplug

PU

Yes
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Ear Protection

FOMA 500
EARPLUG DISPENSER
(WITH BASE)
COLORS
Transparent

Orange

Blue

Green

Yellow

SUITABLE FOR
Sleeping
Studying
Working
Fireworks
Power Tools
Hunting
Racing
Traveling

Festival
Industrial
Construction
Shooting
Lawnmowers
Motersport
Sports

FEATURES
Earplug dispenser with earplugs, the earplugs are
100% PVC-Free, slow rebound: various rebound
time are welcomed.
Made of extra-soft, lightweight foam that seals
the ear canal without pressure, tensile,
disposable.
Ear plugs now come in a new, small size to fit
smaller ear canals.
The same exceptional comfort that comes from
the unique curved design of earplugs is now
available for women and other workers with
smaller ear canals.
The contours follow the shape of the ear canal
which means less pressure at the smallest
diameter of the earplug.
Earplugs innovative undercut design affords a
secure fit all day long and PVC-Free.
The large base helps provide proper insertion, fit
and removal.

APPLICATIONS MATERIAL
Construction site
Production workshop
Travel
Vehicles

PU+Plastic

TYPE
Earplug Dispenser

CORD
No
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